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SHORT WALK IN RADIO HISTORY

Dear friends,
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Before working on web radio let’s go back in the
centuries and learn some interesting radio facts.
What is radio? If nowadays radio is a tool for entertainment and information, it took many years
for some of the most famous scientist to work
and experiment in the field of wireless communication. From technical point of view radio is transmission of signals by electromagnetic waves.
Radio waves frequencies are below visible light,
between 3 kHz to 300 GHz.
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Let’s mention same of the scientist who contributed for the radio history.
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Nikola Tesla – due to his work he
is considered founder of radio. He
theoretically formed the basis of
wireless communication. In 1893
Tesla presented the fundamentals
of radio. On the image you can see
him demonstrating wireless transmission of power and energy.
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What in fact is Hz? The German
scientists Heinrich Hertz proved
the existence of electromagnetic
waves. The unit of frequency “hertz”
measures the number of cycles per
second.
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He had the idea that the radio
waves could be used for telegraph
messages. Marconi offered his invention to the Italian government
but they turned it down. Thus he
moved to England where in 1896 he
was granted the world’s first patent
for a system of wireless telegraphy.
Marconi established a radio link between England and France. In 1901
10

Due to the work of the Italian inventor Guglielmo Marconi there is long
distance radio transmission.
he established the link with USA.
This is how today one can listen to
radio from a very long distance.
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What about the radio waves?
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You have seen FM and AM scale
but what does this mean? AM
broadcasting is the process of radio
broadcasting using amplitude modulation while FM or frequency modulation conveys information over a
carrier wave by varying its instantaneous frequency.
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AM was widely used in the past
while today is mostly used for long
and short radio transmission in long
distance. Nowadays FM is the most
used way for radio broadcasting
because of its constant levels and
high-fidelity sound.
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Radio was widespread in the 1920s
and 1930s due to the fact that during
the wars it was a trustable source of
information. And also of entertainment because soon the first music
records, concerts and theater plays
were transmitted via radio.
Soon listening to radio became part
of the daily life. You can find radios
not only at every average home but
also in cars. After the invention of
transistors people were able to listen to radio even… on the beach or
while doing their morning jogging.

tie

Radio was firstly used for communication especially during the wars
such as marine telegraphy, diplomatic messages, communication
between armies etc.
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On Christmas Eve 1906, Reginald
Fessenden transmitted the first radio program broadcast from Massachusetts. Sailors at sea heard him
playing O Holy Night on the violin
and reading a passage from the Bible. Realizing the big social
role of radio soon it became a tool
for transmitting messages to the society and in almost every house appeared those big radios.
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What is the relation between radio and politics?

of

Second World War was not only military conflict but also confrontation
of ideas. During the Cold War one
radio was created as an anti-communist source – Radio Free Europe.
It was funded by US congress in
1949 with headquarters in Munich,
Germany. The program was broadcasted in 28 languages. Of course
those programs were banned in
Eastern Block and blocked by the
government with the usage of jamming techniques to block the radio
waves. However people continued
to listen secretly to the broadcasts.
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In many cases in world history radio
was used as a tool by the politics for
transmitting ideas or propaganda.
We will give you one example and
you can decide for yourself is this
freedom of speech or propaganda.
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The radio is famous also for the
so called balloon operation (1951–
1956): anti-Communist materials
were dropped from meteorological
balloons over the Iron Curtain.
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Radio nowadays
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Nowadays with the big role of Internet radio stations also go online. Mostly
they have internet pages full of photos, texts and even video – this is media
mixture of the beginning of XXI century. The big usage of mobile phones
made special radio applications for iPhones absolutely obligatory for modern radio stations.

Do not for get to promote radio in
facebook on United Societies of
Balkans pages, because listeners
want to know what program there is,
when to listen and so one.
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You find a very good introduction
how to make a good interview and
how to use dictophone properly.
This manual is made to make United Societies of Balkans web radio
run smoothly and to pass one the
knowledge of previous EVS whom
did that in previous year. Good luck
in making and maintaining our web
radio USB ONAIR forever!
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To make a web radio you need several computer programs in our case
we used Easy Audio File Converter
in order to convert music into suitable format, we used Cool Edit Pro
in order to record and edit the show,
we used FTP Commander in order
to upload programs to internet and
we used Centova Cast in order to
have playlists playing from server
and in order to schedule and broadcast radio shows that are done
once a week and above all you need
Winamp to gather playlists, listen
music and broadcast live shows.
To make a radio you need a lot of
hardware starting from good computer, external hard disc, mixer,
headphones, microphone maybe
two, memory stick and ending with
loud speakers to listen your own radio in order to spot some broadcasting failures.
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HOW TO MAKE A WEB RADIO

16
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS THAT YOU NEED TO MAKE A
WEB RADIO

How to convert music.

tie

To convert music into suitable form
for FTP Commander and Centova
Cast (Server).
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First you can open the file by using up-left bar in order to find exact
music you want to convert. All the
songs will appear as a list in box below it.

d

Secondly, mark all the songs you
would like to convert. By holding
shift and marking song with mouse.

te

of

For what we use it.

Forth step, is to choose a card called
“Output” for a format, choose MP3
(LAME 3.93.1) and below it 128
kbit/s. Unless you cannot see 128
kbit/s in small window below, press
“Configure” and choose 128 kbit/s
from menu. Also choose output folder by putting green tick in front of it
and then browse the preferred folder for as a place you want to have
your music after converting.

s

Easy Audio File Converter.

Last step, is to push the button of
“Convert”.

U

ni

Thirdly, hold on the left button of the
mouse and drag songs to box called
file name below the box music were.

Fifth step, is to put ticks to Normalize
to (100%), Fade In (2.0), Fade Out
(2.0) and Delete leading and trailing
silence. By this you can normalize
all the songs together.
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Cool Edit Pro and mixer

For what we use it.

3) Connect Headphone on the top
of mixer on the right using special
adapter.

In order to record radio shows
In order to edit radio shows

of

How to record
with Cool Edit Program.

So
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1) Install microphone to the mixer
where there is a sign MIC 2.
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2) Install Input and Output wires into
mixer and connect them to computer.

20
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7) Put volume of Channel 3 to the
level of 4.
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4) Open Cool Edit Program.
5) Turn on Mixer.
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6) Put Master Volume to the top.

8) In the left, Microphone 2 is to be
put on the middle of volume.

21

2) Choose from “File” “Save Session As”.

By clicking on New File icon “create
a new wave that is initially blank”.

3) Choose the file where you want
to put it.

Start New Waveform only on the
rate of 44100 and for channels “stereo” is to be chosen and for resolution 16-bit is to be chosen.

How to make a show where there
are speech and music togethe.
Firstly record the speech.
Secondly add music by dragging
music from the file and dropping it
next to speech that has been recorded before.

tie
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Push the down-left little red button
and start recording.
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9) Open Cool Edit Program which
you find it on the Desktop.
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e

How to save your recorded show
with Cool Edit Program.
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1) Choose “Multitrack View” from
up-left.

Drag and drop the music and speech
files to the right “Track Lines” (Track
1, 2 etc.) by holding left click on
mouse down.

You need split tool to put music and
speech together in the middle of
the song by splitting it.

How to use music as a background for speech.
First, take speech file by dragging
and dropping in the C.E. program,

of

First, you have to choose a point
where you want to split the song.
And click on it with the left button
of the mouse until you see yellow
spotted line. And click right button
of the mouse and choose from the
menu “split”.

If you want to put the blocks into
new order then you just drag them
and drop them where you want and
one by one you activate the block by
clicking on it with right button of the
mouse and choosing Merge/Rejoint
with the left button of the mouse
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How to use “Split” tool.
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1) Put them into multitrack session
by dragging and dropping again in
different track lines.

Secondly, select them both by holding down left button of the mouse.
1) Click on the song with right button
of the mouse and choose from the
menu “Edit Waveform”.
.
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If you want to delete a part of speech
you have just split then click on it and
choose form the menu “Remove the
Block” or

2) Now move the speech track little
bit forward to give music some time.

23
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2) After pushing the button of edit waveform, you arrive a new page. And
you choose from Effects- Amplitude- Amplify- Choose -22 Db to lower the
volume of music (Of course it is up to you how much you want to lower the
volume of music.)

d

3) Push button of “OK” on the down-right.

ni

te

If you lowered the music too much, then just select them both again and on
the following page push the “Undo” button and do it again.

U

Not to have music ending to rapidly and starting too sharply, use “Fade In”
and “Fade Out” by following the same lead as before Effects- AmplitudeAmplify- Choose- Fade out for speech to start and Fade in for speech to end
and to music to start.
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For the last, choose both tracks by holding Ctrl key and clicking on left
button of the mouse. And now, click on the right button of the mouse and
choose from the menu “Mix Down to File” and save as written before.
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What to do if you have two people
speaking with different volume of
voice.
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In order to select lower voice of one
speaker, use “Plus and Minus” buttons down below- left in order to
stretch it and get close to every second of the speech.

26

Firstly, select the part you have to
amplify and after pushing the button
of edit waveform, you arrive a new
page. And you choose from EffectsAmplitude- Amplify- Choose the
Boost as many db’s as you like for
example 5 db.
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FTP Commander

Is using to upload music and radio
programs to Centova Cast (Server).
How to use it.

s

of

All the shows you make are in your
computer and they appear in FTP
Commander’s Local Computer box
as a list automatically.
Do not upload any music before you
have not converted it into 128 kbit/s
Easy Audio File Converter. It will be
explained under Easy Audio File
Converter chapter.
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When you open FTP Commander
Program, you need to choose from
the right box called FTP Server click
on MP3 SERVER PLAYLIST icon
for two times. Then after a while you
will have four options, choose Media by clicking two times on it. Now
you are ready to start uploading music, radio shows etc.
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Now go to Local Computer -the left box- and open the file you want to download.
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When you have chosen the file, click on it and click on red arrow which
shows the FTP Server direction. That means your file goes from your computer to FTP Server.
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After uploading file appears completely in FTP server’s box and you
can close the program if you don’t
need to delete or rename any files.

U
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You can “MakeDir” which means you
can make new folder. You can also
“Rename” and “Delete” files and
folders by using buttons up-right.
28
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Centova Cast
For what we use it.

of

For having 24/7 radio shows and
playlists playing.

So

How to use it.

ci
e

To be heard through internet.

tie

For broadcasting live shows.

s

For scheduling radio shows that
have been done before.
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In order to get to Centova Cast you
need to have prepared Centova
Cast in the file in your computer.
Our Centova Cast link is on “Radio”
file which is situated on Desktop.
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While entering in the web-site you have to enter your password and user
name. If you are not using a computer used commonly, you can be logged
in all the time.
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In order to schedule a radio show or playlist we need to choose Media Library from “Management” section which is on the left.

of
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After “Browsing by Folder” down in the left appears a button “Update Media
Library”, click it in order to get your file from FTP Commander to Centova
Cast and make it visible. Otherwise you cannot see your file and you cant
schedule it.
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To have folder for radio show which you need for scheduling you have to
click “Manage Playlists” button down-below under the list of files. And click
on “Create Playlist” by choosing this button top on right.
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After choosing Create Playlist you arrive to Playlist Settings page. If you
are scheduling one time radio show, for example radio show about cultural
events this week, then you type a name of your folder Cultural Events, for
status “Enabled” and for type choose “Scheduled”. And you can insert certain date and time when you want your show to be broadcast. Into “Repeat
Schedule” and then choose the last two things and push save button.
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How to turn off the server in order
to make live show.

of

3) After getting to configure server
page, choose “Auto Dj” tab and from
the menu on the right choose “Disabled” because you will be the dj
now through winamp or other music
playing programs.

So
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4) When you have chosen “disabled”
you have to confirm it by clicking
“update” button down left.
5) And you have to start server
again and go to winamp on “shoutcast source window” in winamp;
choose “output” tab “output 1” and
“connect” and now start playing music from winamp.
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1) To turn off server you have to use
“server control panel” and click on
red button “stop server”.

U

ni

2) After stopping server, you have to
use “management panel” and click
on gray button “configure server”.
33
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After finishing the live show, you have to stop the server again. After stopping the server you choose “configure server” and again “auto dj tab” and
“enable” auto dj. Plus you have to push the button “update” and now start
the server by clicking on green button. And now music plays from the server
again and you can start to prepare next live show.
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Winamp

For what we use it.

How to use it.

To make playlists for live shows.

By using “playlist tab” you can order
your songs as a list, further instructions how to make a playlist are under “how to make playlist chapter”.

of

To listen and choose new songs for
Centova Cast playlists.

s

It is very important to know how to
save a playlist.
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For sure, you need to know duration
of one song and all the playlist together. Down below you see numbers just next to each other; the first
number is the duration of a chosen
song and the second number is the
duration of all the playlist together.

36
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First choose style of music; for example, it can be “rock, pop, blues,
jazz, classical, indigo, progressive,
techno, grave etc.” If you make
playlist with “Metallica”, for example,
or other similar then you cannot put
it together with “Coldplay”. Although
both of them are rock, they are too
different; one is way heavier and the
other one is soft. So there would be
no harmony listening the songs one
after another.

some extra. You can go to youtube.
com, find a song you like and converted to mp3 by using http://www.
youtube-mp3.org/ and download
the song to your computer. The
song goes automatically to my computer “downloads” file.

s

How to make playlist.
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Secondly you have to know who
your listeners are. Are they youngsters, middle aged people or older
ones. For older people you need
playlist including the song made in
the past or a few decades ago. Similarly, youngsters are usually interested in music that is done recently.

U

Now make sure of your resources.
What kind of music you have in the
computer. And where you can get

You can also use that link for downloading music, http://mp3skull.
com/ .
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HOW TO SHARE THE PROGRAM

For what we use it.

For listening our own radio.

To be heard by our listeners.
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So

www.usb-onair.gr

38

s

https://www.facebook.com/usbngo

tie

For promoting you can use internet
and United Societies of Balkans
webpage.

of

To put up a radio program.

For what we use it.
For advertising our radio.
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HOW TO PROMOTE YOUR WEB RADIO
USING SOCIAL MEDIA

Why media needs social media.
1) Because nowadays everything
that is happening offline immediately goes online.

3) For radio stations social media
gives another way for communication with listeners, opportunity to
get people’s opinion, to exchange
ideas, to promote programs
through the younger audience and
of course to find fast news.
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2) People communicate via social
media.

39

3) Postings are more attractive if
they have photos.
4) Put cool photos of your team or
the studio.

Social media strategy.

First of all make your aim and available resources clear.

Then analyze which social media
tools is the best for your project.
Think how you can reach wider audience, how to offer new and interesting content and how to engage
your listeners to active participation.
Provoke your listeners for active
communication by asking them
questions.

tie

5) Make photos with your guests
and post them on your page.
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2) Keep it simple.

9) One member of the team should
moderate very lightly the social media page because it belongs to your
listeners. Remove posts which are
abusive, racist, sexist etc.

of

1) In social media is all about people
to people communication so make
your postings and comments more
personal.

8) Write posting for the audience
about the tomorrow’s show so you
can get their comments.

s

How to run your social media
page.

So
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6) You can read comments of your
listeners during the show (be careful because in some countries journalists are not allowed to quote FB
statements).

U
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7) You can continue discussions
with your audience about the today’s topic after the show.
When posting a show or link write
personal comment.

40

Social media tools.
There are many social media that
you can use. Let’s see some of the
most popular:
1) Facebook
2) YouTube
3) Audioboo
4) Twitter

tie
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Facebook

So
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1) FB gives different opportunities
such as personal profile, fan page,
community groups, etc.

d

2) You can use it for sharing information and promoting your radio
programs.

U
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3) You can post your content on
other people’s pages or to group’s
pages.

4) For example you have a graffiti
artist as guest in your studio – promote your show with a posting into
a graffiti fan page.
5) Photos have great power on FB,
put as much as possible but be
careful with the copy rights.
6) Use your personal profile to communicate with your listeners (you
can make public profile for the audience and a private ones for your
friends).
41
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Twitter
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1) This social media gives you the
possibility to send sms message of
140 characters to the whole world.

d

2) Everything you publish can be
seen by other users.
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3)Use hashtags # to promote your
shows, the hashtag should be the
topic of your show; for example
#Thessaloniki.

42

4) You can follow many people and
get fast information from them.
5) This is probably the most immediate social media.
6) Add your listeners and promote
your future topics.
7) Put teasing messages about what
topics your listeners can expect in
the tomorrow’s show.
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Audioboo

1) Like audio version of YouTube.

U
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2) Make a profile there and ask your
listeners to make and send to you
their own reportages.

3) The audio sound is transformed
while publishing so you can directly
use it in your show.
4) Listeners can make reportages
via iPhone.

So
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YouTube
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1) Radio shows can benefit from
YouTube using it to promote its
program. See our add here http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=G35oY0bE9hY.

U

2) You can record your shows and
promote them via video.

3) Interesting example is U CTRL
Katy – it’s a strategy of Radio 1 in
UK to reach younger audience.
They asked the users of their social
media to have total control on Katy
Perry. Check it on YouTube.
4) You can make your own YouTube
channel for your radio shows.
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Social media and journalism.

s

of

Well, this is not a real crash but a
video manipulation. This very professional work caused many articles
in media. Let’s see what happened
and how they did it http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=5D7aBBEq1_I&feature=related.
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Social media does not change the
fundamentals of journalism. Even
if you see a posting, photo or video in social media this doesn’t automatically mean that this is 100
% the truth. You have to check
every information before transmitting it via radio. Let’s give one example – see this video about a bus
crash
http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=C63HAfSNCI0&feature=related.

For what we use it.

1) To broadcast live shows
2) To record shows
3) To listen our shows
4) o adjust volume of human voice
and music
5) To turn on the microphone

of

Here are listed all the hardware that
you need to make a web radio with
little description, all of these hardware are more carefully described
ion the other texts under computer
programs.
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WHAT HARDWARE YOU NEED TO MAKE A WEB RADIO

PC

tie

s

For what we use it.

ci
e

1) For keeping computer programs
we use for making radio.

So

2) For saving all radio shows and
playlists we have done.

d

3) For keeping all the music (External Hard Disc).

U
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Mixer (Headphones and Microphone).

46

How to make a playlist.
1) Choose songs for your playlist.

So
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tie

1) Record your show in Cool Edit
Pro program.
2) While recording use mixer, microphone and headphones.
3) Use Cool Edit Pro to edit your
show.
4) Save radio program by choosing
file and save session as .

4) In case you want to record your
show, use Cool Edit Pro for recording it.

of

How to record a radio show.

3) After live show, go to Centova
Cast and turn the Auto Dj on.

s

To make a good radioshow you
need to know how to record your
voice, write a tyexts that you will talk
and but together playlist that you
will play between your talks and for
backround. Interview is opened in
next chapter.
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HOW TO MAKE A RADIO SHOW

d

How to make a live show.

ni

te

1) Before live show, go to Centova
Cast and turn the Auto Dj off.

U

2) While using winamp for music,
microphone, headphones, make
your live show.

2)Convert them in Easy Audio File
Converter into 128 kbit/s.
3) Use Options tab to normalize all
the songs into 100% and fade in
and fade out to 2 seconds plus delete leading and trailing silence.
4) Upload playlist by using FTP
Commander.
5) Schedule playlist by using Centova Cast.

47
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1) You are planning to make a show
dedicated to a specific topic – for example about a problem in science.
Instead of struggling on your own to
gather all the facts and knowledge
in order to present them to the audience, a better strategy is to invite
an expert guest to the studio. How
should you find him? You could
search on internet about specialists
in the specific science field. Check
the websites of universities or research institutes or look up book authors. You can search with Google
in the institution website by writing
also the field of study. Usually websites offer contact details. Find the
contacts and just write to the person
of your liking, presenting yourself,
your radio program and the topic of
the show. It is even better if you find
a phone number – in that case don’t
hesitate to call.
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The audience of a radio broadcast enjoys the variety that inviting
guests adds to your show, whether
they be popular figures or an expert
on a given topic. When you plan a
studio interview you have to prepare
yourself.

Let’s have a look at concrete examples:

s

Dear friends,
This chapter offers useful tips on
how to enrich your radio program
with original interviews, how to
prepare for a guest in your studio, how to prepare a piece of reporting using a digital recorder.
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HOW TO MAKE ΑΝ INTERVIEW
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5) When you are inviting a guest to
the studio and the program starts
at10, advise him/her to come at 9.
Then even if he/she is late, there
would be enough time to prepare for
the show.

6) It is always better if you have a
pre-talk with your guest so you can
discuss the topics of the interview.
This gives you a chance to get to
know his personality and maybe
even discover new topics for the
conversation.
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2) Contacting large institutions
could be quite a quest. That is why
you should start with this well in advance – at least a week earlier. Call
between 10 and 16 o’clock. Think of
what you are going to say beforehand and speak confidently. Don’t
speak too slow or too fast and try
to avoid those ‘eh’s and ‘er’s – they
make you sound unsure. When calling, first present yourself and your
radio program, and then ask for the
expert you need. It is nice to say
something positive, for example: I
know that in your institution work the
best experts in subject X. The opportunity to hear their professional
opinion would be of great benefit to
our audience.
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4) Sometimes people confirm their
participation and promise to call
you back but finally they don’t do it.
Don’t be worried or offended – it’s
normal for them to forget. You are
the active part so don’t hesitate to
call them and politely remind about
the meeting.
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3) If you have the phone number
of the desired person call him/her
straight away. Again, be confident in
your speech.

7) It is normal, in some cases even
obligatory, if your guest asks you to
give out the interview questions in
advance. So don’t worry – just prepare your list of questions.
8) Interview questions are not easy
to formulate! This is one of the
49
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9) If you would like to make a “personal portrait interview” of someone, then you should study carefully
his life.

You could start by writing the person’s name in Google together with
his/her occupation. In this way you
will find articles from or about him/
her. Also write the name + “interview” – maybe you can find previous interviews from which you can
glean interesting facts about him.
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important skills acquired in a journalism degree. For the rest of us it
would be useful to spend some time
analysing newspaper articles, good
radio and TV shows. You can “steal”
questions and ideas from them.
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Put more details when searching a person or an institution in Google
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Corners are useful places for an interview
with good quality.
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11) Usually people are more eloquent and say more interesting things when they feel relaxed.
Therefore try to make your guest
as comfortable as possible. Be positive, smile. If you are nervous, he
will also be.

of

10) Although your guest is a good
expert in the topic to be discussed,
this does not mean that you shouldn’t
get prepared. Get acquainted with
the field so you will know exactly
what questions to ask and how to
“navigate” the interview.
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12) When inviting a scientist or expert politely remind him that he/she
should use as little specialised terminology as possible and should
express ideas in simpler ways. Scientists often forget they speak to a
popular audience rather than lecturing in front of their students.
12) If you are planning to invite a politician or a famous person – they all
have their personal PR who should
be your point of contact.
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How to make a report.
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1) Always check your hardware beforehand – microphone, batteries
and maybe camera.

d

2) Be sure you know how to find the
address you have got. If not – take
a map along, take a taxi, or ask people.
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3) Don’t be late. If for example you
plan to make interview with a writer who has his book presentation
scheduled at 6 o’clock, go there at
52
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Reporting can be done before,
during or after an event.
Before the start of an event – find
out information about the organizers and contact them. If it is a big
event they most probably would
have a press conference organised.
Call them for more info or search on
their site in order to be included in
the list of journalists with accreditation for the event. This means that
you will have special access to the
event and can report to your listeners “from inside”.

tie

You can make interview also by
phone. Use special cable to connect
the phone handset to the microphone, because if you try to record
using loudspeakers the technical
quality will be very poor. Do experiment and give a call to a friend to
check the quality of the recording.
While recording the interview check
the sound indicators. If they don’t
indicate any sound that means that
you have a technical issue. Don’t
hesitate to interrupt your guest when
there are such problems.

least at 5.30, try to find him, present
yourself and ask him to give you an
interview before/after the presentation.

s

How to make interview by phone.

Attending a press conference –
those are places full or journalists,
lots of stress and competition between journalists “fighting” to ask
all their questions. If you don’t know
what to do in this situation just observe what the others are doing
and learn from them. The parties
giving the press conference usually
first present some information and
then give time to journalists to ask
additional questions. If you want to
ask a question you have to raise
your hand or to queue on the line
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your recording device – on the table
with interviewees or at the big loudspeakers. Again, best is to follow
what more experienced journalists
do. Pay attention where you leave
the recorder and don’t forget it. Turn
off your mobile phone at the beginning of the press conference.
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behind the standing microphone.
When your turn comes, it is polite to
first present yourself and your radio
(just the names is enough) and then
ask your question. Usually opposite
you there would be several people,
therefore if you want to ask specifically one of them, just say it (“My
question to Mr./Mrs. is…”). It may
be unclear where it is best to place

Balkan Music Awards 2011 – press conference
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5) When you are going to report outdoors activities, check out the weather conditions. Plan how much time
you will have to stay at an event, but
be prepared that your program will
go astray. For example, if you’d like
to interview a specific participant
you might have to wait a long time
after the end of the official part in order to meet him. It is good to take
extra batteries, some snacks and a
bottle of water, even extra money.
Have handy a small notebook and a
pen in case you need to write down
something.
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2) Following an event you should
present what are the results, what
the participants thought about it. If
you are planning to interview guests
that came to the event from abroad,
contact them as soon as possible –
they might have come just for a few
hours so if you hesitate you might
miss on them.
3) Sometimes there are too many
people. If you find yourself making many interviews, note down on
a piece of paper each person you
interview. Otherwise you could mix
them up later in the studio.

down your name for me?” in order
to spell it correctly. Or just ask for a
business card.

s

1) During an event you could also
make interviews with the people
from the audience – asking them
what they think about it.
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4) Don’t hesitate to ask a person for
the correct form of his/her name or
simply say – “Can you please write
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6) Pay attention to your outfit. If you
are doing to a bike race you can
wear sports clothes, but if you are
going to an official event don’t forget
to be elegant. Suitable style always
makes a good impression.
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How to make interview outside of
the studio.
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Going for interview out of the studio could be an exciting experience.
This could be necessary if the person invites you meet at his home or
at a public place. In the first case
you are on his territory so you have
to be able to adapt to the situation.

Turn interview into a friendly conversation

Public places could be disturbing if
there are too many people or curious looks to you and the microphone. My advice is to sit in a cafe,
have some pre-talk to soften the atmosphere and then go out to a park
or some other quiet public place for
the making the recording.
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HOW TO USE A DIGITAL RECORDER
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instructions. Even better – ask
someone experienced to show you
how to use it. Try it out before going
out to make a report. Experiment
with making records, try different
functions of the device, do some
home records.
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Digital recorders usually have different recording modes, such as
dict (when you make interview with
a person, this mode captures his
voice while ignoring the background
noises) or conf (when you are at a
press conference or meeting you
want all voices to be recorded).
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Digital microphone is something
very useful (usually small and light)
but could be very tricky if you don’t
really know how to use it. Read
carefully the small leaflet with
56

When making interviews, be attentive about the surrounding noise.
Avoid rivers, music background and
noisy streets with lots of traffic.
Wind also has a very bad impact.
Good places are corridors, corners,
parks. Mobile phones should be
turned off because their radio wave
emission may distort the record.

So
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Keep the microphone around 10 cm
away from the mouth of the person.
Even better it you keep it a somewhat to the side of his mouth which
would avoid the explosive letters as
“p”, “b” and “d”.
Don’t forget to point microphone to
yourself when asking the questions.

Always start your interview
with a good mood
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It’s not very polite if you read your
questions from a piece of paper, but
you might have to do this in the beginning. Otherwise, rehearse the list
of questions before the meeting, and
try to memorize at least the initial
ones. Listen attentively while the interviewee is responding. You might
discover new topics to discuss.
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2) Always start your interview with a
good mood – begin with a compliment, with positive comments, with
nice words to the interviewee.

9) Listen to him when he is talking.

10) Observe his body language and
the changes in his intonation.
11) You can finish the interview with
same summarizing questions.

12) At the end always thank your
guest for the interesting conversation and for the pleasure to have
had him as a guest.

tie

3) Treat your guest as a personality,
not as a subject.
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1) First of all be brave and be positive about the outcome.

8) Look your guest into the eyes
when asking the questions.

of

Leading a conversation is a very
important skill if you want to make
a good interview. Here we give you
same useful tips:

7) Never ask questions that can be
answered with simple “yes” or “no”.
This is not a test – you want to listen
to your guest’s opinion.

s

Leading a conversation
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4) In the beginning try to create an
emotional contact with him, to make
him feel comfortable so he can be
more opened.

d

5) Begin with general questions –
so you give more freedom to the respondent to talk.
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6) Find your common points of interests and principles.
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Thank you very much! Now all
you need is to grab the recorder
and invite your first guest. For
sure your audience will love the
program!

WHO WE ARE
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This beautiful radio manual that you are holding in your hands is an
outcome of the EVS project “Balkan Hot Spot” by United Societies of
Balkans. On it have worked:
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I used to dream about living abroad
for a year since i was 17, but right
after finishing secondary school
i went to university and it took me
long time to finish it and between my
studies i did not have courage to go
abroad. My biggest fear was to get
expelled from university and lose
my job I was doing during studies.
I worked as art teacher, youth worker and during these jobs i found out
about EVS, it seemed the good and
safe way to live abroad and in the
same time have a mission.
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Liisi

Together with Aydan and Maria we
wrote the radio manual, which supposed to help other youngsters to
get in to this magnificent web radio
world.
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In my case it was a mission in United Societies of Balkans to make
with Aydan and Maria a good web
radio. In first place I had no idea
about making radio, but I managed
to learn a lot while doing it and got a
kick out of knowing that people hear
me live and people listen to music i
have chosen.
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my education, I worked as a Radio
Presenter for 2.5 years in “Radyo
Hacettepe”, which was the formal
radio station of Hacettepe University.
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Thanks to this experience, I was
admitted to a project named “Volunteers On-Air” within the framework
of European Volunteer Service in
Greece. I worked as a volunteer Radio Presenter for 10 months in webbased “USB Radio” and contributed
in this manual mostly by my technical knowledge about web radio
together with my dear colleagues
Liisi and Maria. I hope you to learn
everything about web radio and
expect new radio presenters to be
born thanks to this manual.

Aydan
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I was born in Antalya – the most
touristic city of Turkey with beautiful beaches and sea – in 1988. After completing 18 years in this city,
I started a life in the capital city Ankara in order to study in the department of English-Turkish TranslationInterpretation. Having noticed my
talent in media-related fields during
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I still keep cassettes with my first radio records. When I was small I was
making experimental records with
my big home radio and later with
the cassette recorder. I dedicated
my student’s years to my big love
– Balkans as I was studying Balkan
studies in Sofia University. During
those happy years I was traveling
around our beautiful peninsula, taking part in seminars and trainings,
learning our languages and cultures. I realized that we have many
things which we can enjoy together
instead of arguing for their origin.

of

Maria
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At my last year in University I stated
working as an editor of the internet
page of Albanian service of Radio
Bulgaria and was very luck to learn
about journalism and interpretation
from same of the best professionals
in this field. Working with my friends
Aydan and Liisi on this manual was
a big adventure.

We all put our experience in those
pages in order to make it as useful
as possible. I’m sure that this will
be your basic tool for radio experiments, why not also for your first
steps in professional web radio. Enjoy!
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YOUTH IN ACTION
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What is Youth in Action programme.

Programme; a selection process
aims at granting the best projects.

General objectives are the following:

s
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1) Promote young people’s active
citizenship in general and their European citizenship in particular;
2) Develop solidarity and promote
tolerance among young people, in
particular in order to foster social
cohesion in the European Union;
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Youth in Action (2007-2013) is the
Programme the European Union
has set up for young people. It aims
to inspire a sense of active European citizenship, solidarity and tolerance among young Europeans
and to involve them in shaping the
Union’s future. It promotes mobility
within and beyond the EU’s borders,
non-formal learning and intercultural dialogue, and encourages the inclusion of all young people, regardless of their educational, social and
cultural background: Youth in Action
is a Programme for all.
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Every year, thousands of projects
are submitted by promoters in order to get financial support from the
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3) Foster mutual understanding
between young people in different
countries;
4) Contribute to developing the
quality of support systems for youth
activities and the capabilities of civil society organisations in the youth
field;
5) Promote European cooperation
in the youth field.

Action 3 - Youth in the World
Action 4 - Youth Support Systems
Action 5 - Support for European cooperation in the youth field.

The National Agencies are responsible for the implementation of the
permanent and decentralised actions of the Youth in Action Programme.
They are in charge of the complete
life cycle of selected projects, from
analysing the grant request to monitoring projects on the spot.
You can find more details if you visit
the web site:

tie

Responsible entities for the management of the Programme.
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Action 2 - European Voluntary Service
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Action 1 - Youth for Europe

centralised actions of the Youth in
Action Programme and for launching the specific calls for proposals.
It is in charge of the complete life
cycle of selected projects, from analysing the grant request to monitoring projects on the spot.

s

In order to achieve its objectives,
the Youth in Action Programme foresees five operational Actions.

http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/youth/
programme/about_youth_en.php
http://www.ify.gr/
www.neagenia.gr
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DG Education and Culture is responsible for the running of the Youth in
Action Programme. It manages the
budget and sets priorities, targets
and criteria for the Programme on
an ongoing basis. Furthermore, it
guides and monitors the general implementation, follow-up and evaluation of the Programme at European
level.
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The Education, Audiovisual and
Culture Executive Agency (EACEA)
is responsible notably for the implementation of the permanent and
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What is about Action 2 “European Voluntary Service”.

social cohesion in the European
Union and to promoting young people’s active citizenship.
Learning for life!
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The Youth in Action programme offers young Europeans the chance to
make a real difference to the world
and to their own lives - through the
European Voluntary Service.
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Open to all young people aged 18 to
30, EVS is a true ‘learning service’.
Beyond benefiting the local communities, by participating in voluntary activities, young volunteers can
develop new skills and, therefore,
improve their personal, educational and professional development.
Volunteers can benefit from specific
training throughout the activity and
agree on their expected learning
outcomes, processes and methods
in advance. Their learning experience is formally recognised through
a Youthpass. Participation is free for
the volunteers who also get board
and lodging, insurance cover and
an allowance for the duration of the
project. Special conditions apply
to encourage the participation of
young people with fewer opportunities.
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The European Voluntary Service
(EVS) provides young people with
the unique chance to express their
personal commitment through unpaid and full-time voluntary activities
in a foreign country within or outside
the EU. In this way, it seeks to develop solidarity, mutual understanding
and tolerance among young people,
thus contributing to reinforcing
64
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Accreditation

A successful EVS project requires
close co-operation among at least
three key players: a sending organisation, a host organisation and the
volunteer. One of the organisations
involved in this partnership also
plays the role of coordinating organisation and applies for an EU grant
on behalf of the partnership. Organisations perform a number of roles:
they identify volunteering opportunities and develop projects that benefit the local community. They also
recruit and prepare the volunteers,
host them, and ensure follow-up.

The EVS has certain core values
and quality standards which are laid
down in the EVS Charter. In order to
protect and uphold these, organisations interested in sending or hosting EVS volunteers or coordinating
an EVS project need first to be accredited.
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Co-operation

If you want to learn more about EVS
you can visit:
http://ec.europa.eu/youth/
youth-in-action-programme/programme-guide_en.htm
and the list of all Hosting Coordinating and Senting organizations:

The European Voluntary Service
has a wide range of areas, such as
culture, youth, sports, social care,
cultural heritage, the environment,
development co-operation, etc.

http://ec.europa.eu/youth/evs/
aod/hei_en.cfm
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EVS activities can be carried out
both individually or in group.
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United Societies of Balkans and EVS

The main objectives of the organization are:
1) to break stereotypes and prejudices between Balkan countries.

of

2) to find and multiply our cultural
elements.

s

3) to build bridges among Balkan
and East Europe countries and
Europe.
4) to work with minorities and immigrants.
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United Societies of Balkans (U.S.B.)
is a non-profit, non-governmental
organization established in Thessaloniki, Greece, in 2008. The organization was created under the
pressure of rapid changes in our region and the social transformations
within and around it, as well as due
to the need for improvement of the
living/social conditions and the need
for protection of human rights and
peaceful co-operation.
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5) to promote human rights, solidarity and the idea of respecting difference.
6) to support values of non-formal
education, voluntarism, active citizenship and democracy in order to
build a better future for European
generation.
Until now U.S.B. realized many local and international actions togeth-
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http://ec.europa.eu/
youth/evs/aod/hei_form_
en.cfm?EID=34000351052
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U.S.B. organized and carried out
many international and local projects such are youth exchanges,
trainings, seminars, and symposiums mainly around topics such as
intercultural dialogue, human rights
education and social issues. U.S.B.
has sent more than 1,700 youngsters abroad to educational programmes, and has been involved
more than 3,000 people to the activities.

The main project is to run the web
media of the office such as web
TV, web radio and web newspaper
(www.usb-onair.gr) and also to suggest ideas for projects and to be responsible for all the phases of them.
For more information about U.S.B.’s
EVS project you can visit:

s

er with many partners from the Balkan area. Topics of projects were
Intercultural dialogue in the Balkans
and Eastern Europe, Education on
human rights as well as Youth mobility and voluntarism.
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One of the most important projects
of U.S.B. is the EVS (European
Voluntary Service). Until now, 17
volunteers has been hosted at the
moment and 7 has been sent until
now abroad.
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es about web media and also to
take part to different project, local or
internationals, where they had the
chance to work as facilitators. Also
during their project they have train
many volunteers on the use of web
radio and they had set a weekly radio show programme.
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This manual is the outcome of three
years of working on web radio with
EVS and local volunteers and specially the main project of our three
volunteers Maria Peeva, Liisi Saaraveli and Aydan Bender, who were
rencposible for the web radio the
past 10 months (September 2011Jun 2012).
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During their EVS the girls has been
set up the weekly diary of the organization http://usbngo.wordpress.
com/ where they were uploading
the weekly tasks of the organization
and their experience from the office and the city. Also they had the
chance to work as facilitators to various workshops and training cours68

This manual is written in order to
transfer the knowledge of three
years work on web radio with the
support of our EVS volunteers and
specially the work and experience
of our last year volunteers.
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Is very difficult to work with volunteers. Each of him/her has different
perspective, personality, needs and
expectation. The motivation of him/
her is what is keeping him/her on
work, the passion of creativity, the
join of giving. Is not the money, or
the glamour, but something more
simple, as a smile!

The power of web media with the
cooperation of our EVS is a crazy
combination, which gave and giving us the passion to continue. A
big thanks to all people who passed
from USB to our ex EVS, to mr.
Georgia Mavromatidou who is training the volunteers on the web radio,
to all mentors and facilitatos and for
sure a big thanks to the three girls
who wrote this manual.
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Closing
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